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Effect of pressure on the lattice properties in
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Abstract

The thermal expansion and lattice constants of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 perovskite have been measured at high pressure. It is found that an
anomalous expansion due to metal–insulator transition appeared on heating in the temperature dependence of the thermal expansion and its
magnitude decreases with increasing pressure. The metal–insulator transition temperature,TM-I , increases with increasing pressure. The lattice
constants,a, b, andc are found to decrease with increasing pressure but there is a large anisotropy in the lattice compression. The linear com
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re extracted to be 1.5, 1.9 and 0.8 × 10−3 GPa−1 for a, b andc-axis, respectively.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Rare earth manganese perovskites R1−xAxMnO3 (R: rare
arth element, A: Ca, Sr and Ba) have been investigated exten-
ively because they show a wide variety of physical properties
uch as colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), metal–insulator
M–I) transition and so forth[1]. In these materials, the con-
uction electrons and localized spins are strongly coupled
ith lattice properties. It is worthwhile to investigate the re-
ponse of the lattice properties to the external forces, such
s pressure and magnetic field, to get a deep insight into the
lectronic and magnetic structure of these manganites.

Eu1−xSrxMnO3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5) are insulators due to a nar-
ow eg band width at ambient pressure but they show
agnetic-field-induced M–I transition aroundx = 0.4 [2].
or Eu0.58Sr0.42 MnO3 (x = 0.42), it has been revealed that

t is a paramagnetic insulator (PMI) above 120 K, a canted
ntiferromagnetic insulator (CAFMI) down to 50 K, a spin
lass insulator (SGI) below 45 K at ambient pressure in zero
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field, and a ferromagnetic metal (FMM) under magnetic fi
[2]. M–I transition has been studied at high pressure an
metallic phase is found to stabilize under high pressure[3].

In the present work, we attempted to measure the
mal expansion, magnetostriction and lattice constants u
high pressure in order to make clear the interplay betw
the lattice properties and electronic and magnetic prope
The results will be discussed using Grüneisen parameters a
crystal structure transition.

2. Experimental procedure

Polycrystalline sample of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 was prepare
by calcining a stoichiometric mixture of Eu2O3, SrCO3,
and Mn2O3 at 1473◦C and sintering at 1673◦C [2]. Pow-
der X-ray diffraction patterns showed the existence of si
phase of orthorhombic structure. High pressure was g
ated by means of piston-cylinder device. The therma
pansion and magnetostriction were measured by using
gauge method. The details of high pressure systems hav
reported previously[4]. The lattice constants were measu
by using X-ray diffraction at high pressures[5].
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3. Results

3.1. X-ray diffraction at high pressure

Fig. 1 shows the relative change of lattice constants,a,
b andc of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 as a function of pressure. Be-
cause of the weak intensity of diffraction lines, there is a
scattering in the data. We approximated these data as straight
lines up to 14 GPa. Within experimental errors, there was no
phase transition at room temperature up to 14 GPa. The lin-
ear compressibilities along each crystal axis are estimated by
calculating the gradients of the straight lines inFig. 1 to be,
1.5, 1.9 and 0.8 × 10−3GPa−1, respectively. This result indi-
cates that thec-axis is harder than other axes. The volume was
calculated using the formula,V = abc. In order to extract the
bulk modulusB, observed data were fit to the Murnaghan–
Birch equation. We obtained the value asB = 213 GPa at
room temperature, which is larger than those of other ox-
ides, such as YBCO (∼160 GPa)[6] and LSCO (∼145 GPa)
[7].

F
t

Fig. 2. Thermal expansion of ferromagnetic metal (FMM) phase on heating
at high pressure. The arrows show the metal–insulator transition temperature
TM-I .
ig. 1. The lattice constants of orthorhombic Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 at room
emperature as a function of pressure.

Fig. 3. Thermal expansion coefficientsα(K−1) of FMM phase at high pres-
sure.TM-I is defined as the temperature with the maximum inα(T ).
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Fig. 4. TM–I as a function of pressure.

3.2. Thermal expansion at high pressure

The thermal expansion�L/L was measured on heating
at high pressure after the sample was cooled down to 4.2 K,
magnetic field was applied up to 5 T and then the field de-
creased to zero.Fig. 2shows�L/L of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 as a
function of temperatureT (K) at high pressure up to 2.06 GPa.
At ambient pressure, an anomalous behavior was observed
near 50 K, which corresponds to FMM-CAFMI phase transi-
tion or metal–insulator transition temperaturesTM-I . As pres-
sure increases,TM-I increases and the anomaly occurs in the
wide range of temperature and becomes unclear. In order
to calculate the thermal expansion coefficientsα, we differ-
entiate�L/L(T ) curves with respect toT. The results are
shown inFig. 3as a function ofT at various pressures. In the
α(T ) curve, a peak is found at each pressure. We defined the
metal–insulator transition temperatureTM-I as a temperature
whereα(T ) shows a peak.Fig. 4 showsTM-I as a function
of pressure. It is seen that the half width of peak becomes
wide and the peak height decreases as pressure increases.
TM-I is found to increase with increasing pressure approxi-
mately in linear fashion against pressure having a coefficient,
dTM-I/dP = 21 K/GPa.

3.3. Magnetostriction at high pressure
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Fig. 5. Magnetostriction perpendicular toH at various pressures. The arrows
show the direction of change inH.

corresponds to spin glass insulator and antiferromagnetic in-
sulator (AFMI) in the range between 1 and 2.5 T, and then
FMM above 2.5 T[2]. By increasing pressure, the jump in
�L/L due to AFMI→FMM phase transition is suppressed
and finally disappears at 1.15 GPa. These results are in good
agreement with the previous one obtained by measuring the
electrical resistance[3]. The magnetic field where the change

Fig. 6. The pressure dependence ofHI→M showing field-induced
insulator→metal transition at 6 K.
Fig. 5 shows the magnetostriction as a function of m
etic fieldH(T ) at various pressures. At ambient press
L/L(H) at 6 K begins to decrease near 1 T, followed
sudden decrease of about 0.4 × 10−3 and above 2.5 T

hows a small change up to 5 T. On decreasingH, �L/L

ncreases slightly without any discontinuity. The magn
tate after releasingH is considered to be in FMM. The lar
hange around 2 T is first order phase transition acco
ied by a large hysteresis. The electronic state below
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in �L/L is 0 is defined asHI→M. Fig. 6 showsHI→M as a
function of pressure, in whichHI→M becomes zero around
0.9 GPa.

4. Discussion

The spontaneous volume magnetostriction,ωs(T = 0) =
ωs(0), which is approximated asωs(T = 6 K), is three times
the difference between�L/L at H = 0 before applyingH
and�L/L atH = 0 after releasingH. Fig. 7shows the val-
ues ofωs(0) as a function of pressure, along with the previous
results for the Ńeel temperatureTN and saturation magnetiza-
tion Ms [8]. Sinceωs is related toMs asωs = κCM2

s , where
κ andC are the compressibility and magnetoelastic coupling
constant[9], the result of the pressure dependence ofωs is
qualitatively in agreement with that ofMs.

Next in order to evaluate the stability of electronic state,
we estimate the Grüneisen parameter defined as,Γ (T0) =
−∂ ln T0/∂ ln V , whereT0 is a characteristic temperature
such as Ńeel temperature, Kondo temperature and so forth.
This equation is rewritten asΓ (T0) = BT(1/T0)(∂T0/∂P).
Using BT = 213 GPa and the data inFigs. 4, 6 and 7, we
obtain the following values for AFMI→FMM transition,

Γ (TN) = −117 and Γ (HI-M ) = −138. (1)

Similarly for the FMM→CAFMI transition, we have

Γ (TC) = 74 and Γ (TI-M ) = 87. (2)

Fig. 7. Ms at 6 K,TN at 1.5 T andωs at 6 K as a function of pressure.

Here we used the data for the pressure dependence ofTC
[8].

These two values for each characteristic temperature or
field are regarded to be nearly the same. It should be surpris-
ing that these values are extremely large, which are the same
order of magnitude of heavy Fermions[10]. These facts imply
that the electronic state of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 is in marginal
state because this sample is considered nearly on the bor-
der of metal–insulator and antiferromagnetic–ferromagnetic
phase transition, which results in a large Grüneisen
parameter.

Finally we suggest the structural change by applyingH.
The crystal structure of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 is orthorhombic
at room temperature. The magnetostriction at high pressure
is shown inFig. 5 as a function ofH. The length decreases
abruptly near 1 T, which indicates the first order phase transi-
tion. This is reminiscent of the first order orthorhombic(O)–
rhombohedral(R) phase transition induced by applyingH in
La1−xSrxMnO3 nearx = 0.17 [11], in which the length de-
creases discontinuously around 1 T with the magnitude of
10−4. Considering that the crystal structure is the same as
that of Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3 and the magnitude of discontinuous
change in length is the same order, we expect the same transi-
tion from O to R to occur by applyingH in Eu0.58Sr0.42MnO3.
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The main results in the present work are summarize
ollows:

. The orthorhombic crystal structure is stable up to 14
at room temperature and the bulk modulus is obtaine
be 213 GPa, which is large compared with other oxid

. The volume magnetostriction on the metal–insulator
sition is about 1.2 × 10−3 at ambient pressure, whi
decreases by applying pressure and disappears
0.9 GPa.

. The structural change induced by applying the mag
field is suggested but it disappears at high pressure.
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